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About ACTCOSS 
ACTCOSS acknowledges that Canberra has been built on the traditional lands of the 
Ngunnawal people. We pay our respects to their elders and recognise the displacement and 
disadvantage they have suffered as a result of European settlement. We celebrate Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander cultures and ongoing contribution to the ACT community.  

The ACT Council of Social Service Inc. (ACTCOSS) is the peak representative body for not-for-
profit community organisations, people living with disadvantage and low-income citizens of the 
Territory.  

ACTCOSS is a member of the nationwide COSS network, made up of each of the state and 
territory Councils and the national body, the Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS). 

ACTCOSS’ objectives are a community in which all people have the opportunities and 
resources needed to participate in and benefit from social and economic life and the 
development of a dynamic, collaborative and viable community sector. 

The membership of the Council includes the majority of community based service providers in 
the social welfare area, a range of community associations and networks, self-help and 
consumer groups and interested individuals. 

This Policy Forum has been funded by the ACT HACC Program, a joint Commonwealth and 
State/Territory Program providing funding and assistance for Australians in need. 

ACTCOSS advises that this document may be publicly distributed, including by placing a copy 
on our website. 
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Phone: 02 6202 7200 
Fax: 02 6281 4192 
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Deputy Director: Kiki Korpinen    
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About the HACC Program 
The Home and Community Care (HACC) Program is a joint Australian, State 
and Territory initiative which provides basic maintenance and support services 
to frail older people, and people with disabilities and their carers. Consumers 
can receive a variety of services from the HACC Program including nursing 
care, personal care, meals and other food services, home modification and 
maintenance, counselling, allied health care, respite care and transport. The 
aim of the program is to promote independence and to assist frail older people 
and people with disabilities to continue living in the community. 
 
The HACC Program is part of a broader framework of community and health 
services funded by the Australian Government, States and Territories or jointly. 
The services within this framework are community based. Within the ACT, the 
HACC Program is administered by the Health Directorate. Currently within the 
ACT there are 31 HACC funded organisations. 
 
As part of the reform of health care being undertaken by federal and state and 
territory governments, significant changes to the funding of the HACC program 
have been announced.   
 

In February 2011, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed 
to a new deal on health that delivers national health reform that will last, 
built on genuine partnership between the Australian Government and the 
States and Territories.  

National health reform clarifies governments’ roles and responsibilities in 
relation to the jointly-funded HACC Program, Commonwealth funded and 
managed community and residential aged care, and specialist disability 
services funded through the National Disability Agreement (NDA).  

Under National Health Reform the Commonwealth will take full policy and 
funding responsibility for HACC aged care services from 1 July 2011 and 
full operational responsibility from 1 July 2012.  

From 1 July 2011 the Commonwealth will fund basic community care for 
people aged 65 years and over (50 and over for Indigenous Australians).1  

                                            
1 http://www.yourhealth.gov.au/internet/yourhealth/publishing.nsf/Content/factsheet-agedcare-15 

accessed 10 June 2011 
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Policy Forum 
Annually ACT HACC service providers meet for a local Sector Planning Day to 
provide input and analysis on key issues impacting on the HACC sector and 
clients as anticipated for the coming 12 months.  

As changes to the HACC programs across Australia commenced in 2010, the 
transition processes and information provision to the ACT HACC sector was 
seen as a high priority. As a result a Policy Forum was proposed to allow a 
detailed discussion of the potential impacts of the changes to the HACC 
program in the local context. 

ACTCOSS worked in partnership with ACT Health to develop an agenda which 
would bring stakeholders together to discuss how to best ensure transitions in 
changes to funding were implemented seamlessly from a client care 
perspective. 

The topics chosen to encourage participants to identify priorities to ensure 
seamless transition of client care up to and beyond 30 June 2012 were: 

• Challenges for the next 12 months and priorities for transition funding. 

• How do we protect our clients during this transition phase? 

• What might service providers look like in the future? 

 

The day was facilitated by Susan Abbott of Research Training Support 
Solutions, with 64 attendees representing 31 organisations. The purpose of this 
report is to provide information regarding the presentations and discussions 
held at the Forum. This report reflects thoughts and opinions around changes to 
the ACT HACC Sector, as raised in discussion at the forum. 

Overview 
Major priorities emerging from the discussion were: 

• Clear and timely communication between government departments 
and community organisations was identified as a priority to support 
the smooth transition of client care from old to new contracts in all 
discussions.  Community organisations reported the need to inform 
both staff and clients about the changes, as they occur, to reduce 
stress during the transitional phase and beyond 2012.   

• The impact of unknown factors during the transitional phase on 
service planning, delivery and reporting requirements. 

• The need for flexible services to accommodate the changing needs of 
the population. 

• To ensure no clients fell through gaps in service delivery. 
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• More resources to be available for staff training, human resources 
and technical support. 

 
Strategies suggested to support a smooth transition were: 

• Monitoring and evaluation strategies be put in place to determine the 
impact of the changes to funding and future demand. 
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Group Discussions 

Methodology  
Three small group discussions and one large group discussion were held 
throughout the morning. The topics chosen to encourage participants to identify 
priorities to ensure seamless transition of client care up to and beyond 01 July 
2012 were: 

• Challenges for the next 12 months and priorities for transition funding. 

• How do we protect our clients during this transition phase? 

• What might service providers look like in the future? 

 

The small group discussions were recorded by participants on butcher’s paper 
and translated by ACTCOSS staff. Priorities were identified through the large 
group discussion and recorded on an electronic whiteboard. 

Emerging themes 
Themes emerged when the data collected was grouped in similar topics. 
Common themes for each discussion topic are reported below. 

Discussion One: Challenges for the next 12 months and priorities for 
transition funding. 

Concern was expressed about the unknown factors of the changes to the 
funding arrangements after 01 July 2011. These concerns were: 

• timing; 

• funding;  

• reporting requirements; and  

• service delivery.   

 
Specific service delivery aspects mentioned were: 

• the need for flexibility within services;  

• the opportunity to fund areas not currently funded; and  

• the impact of an aging population. 
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Transitional challenges and options discussed were: 

• the need for increased human resources and IT supports; 

• the separation of current programs under/over 65; 

• the changing needs of the community; and  

• the need for flexible service delivery between and within community 
organisations. 

Strategy suggested from Discussion One  

1. Form a joint working group with HACC-DS EDs and government 
representatives to address identified issues. 

 

Discussion Two: How do we protect our clients during this transition 
phase? 

Communication between all stakeholders was considered important to ensure 
community organisations understood the changes and were able to inform the 
client of these changes and the impact of service delivery. 

A number of options were put forward including: 

• investigating overseas models; 

• flexibility with eligibility requirements; and 

• remain focused on client centred care. 

 
Unknown factors would impact on the following areas: 

• the type of services to be offered; 

• the impact on the workforce; and 

• would consumer directed care be managed by the client and/or agency? 

 

Strategies suggested from Discussion Two 

1. Education for client groups on changes and what services will be 
available. 

2. Monitoring and evaluation to forecast program needs and areas of 
demand. 
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Discussion Three: What might service providers look like in the future? 

Discussion on future service delivery included:  

• concerns about the mechanics of the ‘front end’ access point; 

• the need for training to ensure a skilled workforce to deal with new model; 

• understanding the complexities of client’s needs; 

• the impact of an ageing population; and 

• the concern that people might fall through the gaps.  

 
Concerns raised in this session concentrated on: 

• difficulty of planning with an unknown funding base;  

• ‘front end’ assessment may miss complexities of clients’ needs; and 

• the changes may disadvantage people with high needs.  

 
Positive comments included: 

• the model offered greater client choice, as it was easy for clients to move 
to different types of care; and  

• the one-stop shop an ideal format to ensure equity access across the 
board. 

 

Strategies suggested from Discussion Three 

1. Monitoring and evaluation strategies such as: 

• feedback from clients; 

• monitoring the levels of supply and demand in different regions; and 

• impact of an ageing population.  

 

Large group discussion: Priorities for transition 

• communication between government departments, organisations and 

• increased support for the workforce such as training and information 

• additional funding available during the transition to build sector capacity. 

Priorities for the transitional phase were identified as: 

clients; 

technology and communication support; and 
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Presentations 
Therese Gehrig (Manager, Aged and Community Care Policy – ACT Health 
Directorate) provided an overview of the current ACT HACC Sector. This 
included information on: 

• future funding arrangements;  

• Community Common Care Standards (CCCS);  

• National Partnership Agreements (NPAs); and  

• the future of how HACC and Disability services would be funded under the 
new arrangements put in place by the Department of Health and Ageing 
(DoHA).  

In addition Ms Gehrig shared possible future influences which may impact on 
and provide further information to HACC and disability stakeholders. This 
presentation is included at Appendix 1. 

Several presentations were delivered by representatives from Disability ACT 
(DACT) (Community Services Directorate). Each presenter provided information 
around different aspects of the role of DACT and how the new funding 
agreements could impact on service providers and people with disabilities in the 
ACT. The changes as to how disability will be funded in the future, including the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) were discussed at length. Mimi 
Dyall presented information on Future Directions, a key document of the 
Community Services Directorate. This presentation can be found at Appendix 2. 

The Federal Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) represented by Chloe 
Stoddart, provided participants with an overview of how the transition is to occur 
from their perspective and what some of their key priorities and/or concerns are. 
DoHA envisioned there to be minimum disruption to the day to day operation of 
services and more importantly to clients. An overview of the idea of the new 
‘Front End’ for aged care services which would be a one stop referral base was 
presented. Models for this type of service are currently being investigated. This 
presentation can be found at Appendix 3. 
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Next Steps 
In mid 2011 the federal, state and territory governments announced further 
refinements to the national health agreement.  

The National Health Reform Agreement, August 2011, restates: 

ill share responsibility for providing 
nd disability services 

kaged community and 

es under the National Disability Agreement for people 65 years 

al 

 with oversight of disability supports 
and policy remaining in the Community Services Directorate.  

A small number of HACC organisations have called for the development of a 
Policy and Planning Framework to help guide the identification of unmet need 
and priorities during the transition phase.  

All of these factors impact on the delivery of HACC services in the ACT. The 
strategies discussed at the policy forum and outlined in this report are intended 
to support renewed engagement. The provision of information and open 
communication remain key to the smooth transition of services and ensuring 
agencies are able to respond accordingly to changing structures while still 
delivering high quality care for clients.  

                                           

The Commonwealth and States w
continuity of care across health services, aged care a
to ensure smooth client transitions. 

The process for reconciliation of State funding of pac
residential aged care services to people under the age of 65 years (under 
50 years for Indigenous Australians), and Commonwealth funding of 
specialist disability services by States in accordance with their 
responsibiliti
and over (50 years and over for Indigenous Australians) will, during the 
transition period, involve transfers of resources between levels of 
government. These arrangements will have little or no direct impact on 
service providers and clients.2  

The Federal Government, through DoHA, continues to undertake consultation 
on the transfer of aged care services funding and oversight to the federal 
sphere. A national Aged Care Complaints website is operating at 
http://agedcarecomplaints.govspace.gov.au/. The ‘your health’ website 
continues to be updated.  

On May 16, 2011 Fair Work Australia issued a decision regarding the equ
remuneration case, which impacts on home and community care workers. Fair 
Work Australia found that community sector workers do not receive equal 
remuneration for work of equal or comparable value in comparison with state 
and local government employees, adding that it validates the claim of workers in 
this crucial sector. The case continues, with final determination anticipated by 
the end of 2011.  

Following a review of public service functions, the ACT Government 
restructured to form one department on 1 July 2011. Oversight of the HACC 
program remains in the Health Directorate,

 
2 http://www.yourhealth.gov.au/internet/yourhealth/publishing.nsf/Content/nhra-agreement accessed 

August 2011 
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Reference List 

ontent/home

 

National Health Reforms information can be found at; 
http://www.yourhealth.gov.au/internet/yourhealth/publishing.nsf/c  
You can also subscribe to receive regular updates as they occur. 

For more information on the Community Care Common Standards (CCCs), 
information can be found on the DoHA website. 
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/ageing-
commcare-qualrep-standards.htm  

er information on the review processes being conducted by the 
uctivity Commission can be found on their website at; 
/www.pc.gov.au/

Furth
Prod
http:/   

g for Older Australians review; Carin iry/aged-http://www.pc.gov.au/projects/inqu
care  

Disability Care and Support Scheme; 
http://www.pc.gov.au/projects/inquiry/disability-support  

For information on the current Health Directorate HACC Program; 
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/hacc-index.htm  

Disability ACT website; http://www.dhcs.act.gov.au/disability_act  

fram
To read Future Directions Toward Challenge 2014; 
http://www.dhcs.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/79872/final_policy_
ework_PUBLISHED.pdf  
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Appendix 1: ACT Health Directorate 
resentation  

 Policy 

• Quality Assessments 

ransition 

ommission Reports – Aged Care and Disability 

se by age, services and eligibility 

Transition Year 2011-12 

• HACC Service Funding Agreements extended to 30 June 2012 

• Quality assessments continue on 3 year cycle now under Community Care 
Common Standards (CCCS) – 

• Joint assessments for organisations receiving National Respite Carers 
Program (NRCP), Community Aged Care Packages  (CACP/), Extend 
Aged Care Home funding (EACH). 

Community Care Common Standards (CCCS) 

• Agency training 4 and  5  July 2011 

• Australian Health Care Associates arranges sites visits 11 – 29  July 2011 

• Agencies return self assessments, 27 July – 30 September 2011 

• Sites visits occur 5 September – 4 November 2011 

• Improvement plans finalised 19 September – 18 November 2011 

NPA on Transitioning Responsibilities for Aged Care and Disability Services 

Draft reviewed by Working Group with representatives from Aged Care 
Community Officials (ACCO) & Disability Policy Research Working Group 
(DPRWG) 

P
Therese Gehrig - Manager, Aged and Community Care

Future Funding Arrangements Home and Community Care (HACC) 
Program 

Overview 

• Transition Year 2011-12 

 

• New National Partnership Agreement (NPA) for t

• Productivity C

• Fair Work Australia – impact on sector 

• Understanding our client ba

• Feedback letters by age and funding split 

• Growth funding in transition year 

• All reporting requirements continue unchanged, including Minimum Data 
Set (MDS) 
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Initial draft includes the principles, guiding the roles and respo

• Draft to be conside

nsibilities 

red by ACCO 18/19 May 2012 

be available for 

Older Australian PC Report 

• 

•  but it has to be released after 20 
id September 2011) 

• bility 

FWA De

• 

• 
m d parties by 21 July 2011 

Unde an

sic community care/in home support program across 

s 

• gibility criteria for HACC and Disability Service Providers 

• ely on MDS using a top down approach 

• 

sed on 2009-10 MDS and 

ion to 

• Schedules for service delivery arrangements expected to 
ACCO meeting 

• Term 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2015 proposed 

Caring for 

Final report due to Australian Government by end June 2011 

The date of its public release is unknown,
parliamentary sitting days ( ~ m

Assume this delay in public release is also the case for the Disa
Report due to Australian Government by end of July 2011 

 – cision 16 May 2011 

Decision by Full Bench released 16 May 2011 

Seeking further written submissions from unions (by 10 June), the 
Co monwealth by 30 June, and other intereste

rst ding our Client Base 

• HACC is the only ba
all ages 

• Different services provided through HACC and Disability Service Provider

Different eli

• Modelling for the aged care ‘split’ 

In transition year (split) based pur

Currently developing a ‘bottom up’ model of actual hours of service 
delivery by age 

Age Split by Organisation 

• Feedback letters to organisations, ba
performance reports 

• Seeking organisation’s input to validate our analysis 

• Critical opportunity for organisations to provide additional informat
inform the funding split 
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Appendix 2: Community Services Directorate 
Presentation  
Mimi Dyall – Manager, Strategic Policy, Disability ACT 

Future Directions: Towards Challenge 2014 

Future Directions: Towards Challenge is a five year policy framework for people 
with disabilities in the ACT. 

When it was released in September 2009, it included an initial 12 month 
implementation plan of action with 42 commitments for actions across the ACT 
Government. These actions were framed within the six strategic priorities which 
were developed by the Strategic Governance Group (SGG) (the joint 
community and government group overseeing the implementation of future 
directions) with the community and government. 

The implementation plans have been developed under these plans. The six 
strategic priorities are: 

• ‘I want the right support, right time, right place’ ; 

• ‘I want to contribute to the community’ ; 

• ‘I want to socialise and engage in the community’; 

‘I want to know what I need to know’; 

‘I want to tell my story once’; and  

• ‘I want a quality service system’.  

Significant progress was made against these actions and this was reported last 
year in the SGG Annual report to the Chief Executive, Disability Housing and 
Community Services. We then launched a four year implementation plan for 
future directions which would take us through to 2014.  

The Plan has 22 commitments for action that build on the work undertaken in 
the previous 12 months. The commitments in the plan also outline ‘by when’ the 
commitments are to be achieved. This means the 22 actions are spread across 
the next four years in terms of achievement.  

Disability ACT has lead responsibility to implement the four year plan, but to 
achieve the vision of future directions (all people with disabilities achieve what 
they want to achieve, live how they choose to live and are valued as full and 
equal members) the challenge is about influence change and to embed those 
inclusive practices in line with the vision. We are doing this by working in 
partnership with government, community providers and businesses.  

Future Directions have also been developed so that there are a number of 
government agencies who are the lead agencies for initiatives such as 
accessible transport, access to mainstream health services, enhancing 
educational outcomes for students with disabilities and recruitment and 
retention in the ACT public service. 

• 

• 
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Each year in November there will be a report to the community from the SGG 
about progress that has been made against the plan. 

The task now is to focus on implementation of the Future Directions 
e actions under future 

directions, I will highlight some practical examples in DACT: 

 people with disabilities who are 
lities. 

) Board 
o 

ty and government 

 

 

 

ed by a member of the BLITS board. 

commitments. We have made some progress against th

• In terms of early intervention and planning, last year a number of specific 
policy frameworks were developed: these include children and young 
people with disabilities and their families,
ageing and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples with disabi
These frameworks are now in the implementation phase. 

• In terms of working with business and the community, work is underway by 
the Business Leaders Innovative Thoughts and Solutions (BLITS
and they are developing the BLITS Tick. It is an accreditation scheme t
recognise accessible and inclusive business, communi
groups. Four working groups comprising community, business and 
government membership will be developing the accreditation scheme in
the areas of: 

• Employment; 

• Tourism and accommodation;

• Retail, entertainment and hospitality; and

• ACT government. 

Each of the working groups will be chair
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Appendix 3: Department of Health and Ageing 
Presentation 
Chloe Stoddart, Director, HACC Reform Branch 

The health reforms 

COA

the 

Work

Bilate
Gove

Why are we changing the HACC Program? 

• To build a nationally c

• Productivity Commission Inquiry 

Scope and timeline 

• No major changes on 1 July 2012 

• The Commonwealth will deliver the same services as the HACC program 
does now 

• We’ll build on current initiatives to streamline and enhance access 

• Transition period from 2012 to 2015 

• Broader reform changes from 2015 

Consumers eligibility 

• The Commonwealth’s program will assist older frail people and their carers 

• The HACC Program’s existing special needs groups will remain 

Funding for service providers 

• Existing HACC Service Providers will be offered funding 

• Direct allocation, not competitive tendering 

• Commonwealth funding agreements 

How will funds be determined? 

• Funding for service delivery to older people 

G has agreed: 

• Commonwealth to continue aged care reforms 

• Transition of basic community aged care services to 
Commonwealth will continue 

• The HACC transition will happen in two stages 

ing together 

ral meetings between State and Territory and the Commonwealth 
rnments are currently being held. 

onsistent aged care system 
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• Funding decisions based on MDS and current funding agreements 

• Service providers will be contacted to confirm the funding allocation 

2 

ilar to current requirements 

• 

• 

• To ha

Wher o f

greements 

anages your HACC contract 

e for more information 

Funding requirements for service providers in 201

These will remain sim

You will need: 

To have an Australian Business Number (ABN) 

To be incorporated 

ve appropriate insurances 

e t rom here? 

Make sure you: 

• Continue to meet the same requirements 

• Understand your current funding a

• Wait to hear from the Directorate that m

• Keep an eye on the www.yourhealth.gov.au websit
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Appendix 4: Records of group discussions   

Below are responses as collated from group discussions following the first 
 ACT Health. The focus questions put to the attendees were: 

  

s for transition funding?   

riorities for Group 1 were: 

 the funds; and 

• those who want to use it as transition funding only. It is not recurrent 
funding. 

Look at sector transition, partnerships between agencies to support transition. 
Agencies working together. Build sector capacity. Then convert it into additional 
growth. 

 

Group 2 

Transition into areas not currently funded: 

• more funding  for ‘wellness approved’;  

• funding for care co- ordination; 

• funding for pilot programs e.g unmet need; 

• funding for case management; 

• funding for FWA wages; and 

• funding for interaction and reporting for access points. 

 

Group 3 

Challenges and priorities for group 3 were:  

Discussion One 

presentation by

• What are the challenges for the next 12 months?

• What are the prioritie

 

Group 1 

Challenges and p

• time frames from procurement to receiving

• use of funding in preparation for 2012 -2013; 

What are the options? 

• those who want to tie it to outputs to receive recurrent funding; or 
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Social support 

• changing needs and many require more hours than able to offer. 

 

abilities. 

ersonal care 

y clients require increasing staff support as they age (sometimes two 

• again as the time passes clients taking more hours than HACC able to 
ACC resources 

an lead to increased support needs for PWD. Carers 
ore timely respite. 

 and priorities for group 4 were: 

 currently no criteria for growth funding – would be good to have criteria so 
ganisations can understand what the priorities are, so these can be 

d. 

Group 5 identified the following challenges and priorities: 

• does the transition change service delivery?; 

• what ways could the change transition be limited to impact on young 

would current HACC service types and/or criteria change?; 

d the focus be on client need of service availability?; 

ntly providing long term services to 
more involved short term services; 

Respite 

• needs to be more and timely; 

• needs flexibility within service to offer extra when required rather than 
referring out. Service has existing relationship and that should be used 
where possible; and 

• especially for parents of young children with dis

P

• man
workers). 

 
provide.  – Not always easy to transfer to a package and H
are strained. 

• ageing of carers c
need access to m

Workforce 

• Still need to address the overarching workforce issues. 

 

Group 4 

Challenges

•
all or
addressed through application; and 

• dates and timeframes need to be clarifie

 

Group 5 

people in residential aged care?; 

• 

• woul

• would there be any changes from curre
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• not working for but working with the client; and 

ing in 

Group 6 

Grou

• ervices now? 

ho will define SFAs for Community Services and Health 

• as we know it, cease to exist? ; 

• th Directorate and Community Services Directorate 

• or 3 report split?; 

ill palliative care, mental health, chronic diseases fit in?; and 

hen? 

• y 
d re: how data will be reported?; 

ent?;  

will some need to do the Common Standards assessment twice? 
nding on program deliveries; 

nisations?; 

livered/outputs. Will there 

 how we do 

• would it change the relationship between HACC and disability fund
terms of organisation running their business to clients. 

 

p 6 had the following questions in response to priorities and challenges: 

who is getting these s

• diverse ages; 

• how and w
Directorates?; 

will HACC 

• will HACC terminology cease to exist?; 

have the Heal
discussed the split or are they going to collaborate to work together?; 

what will the reporting aspects be, 2 

• how w

• will there be a federal/ACT branch and if so where/how/w

 

Group 7 

Priorities and challenges for group 7 were: 

• sector to feed into what the current priorities are for growth funding; 

MDS: Consent/ non-consent can skew numbers – particularly for advocac
support. Organisations are concerne

• will the Common Standards be one assessm

• 
Depe

• how will the pay case impacts on the sector and orga

• there is no consistent approach for services de
be a common formula?; 

• people under 65 years – after 2015 what will happen?;  

• training needs of staff?; 

• seamless service delivery? Will there be a split/changes to
this?;  
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• retraining, research re: gaps – transitioning funding; 

new data base training, and implica• tions of how data will be captured; and 

y 2011 ie 1800 number? 

roup 8 

entified the following priorities and challenges: 

• sition’ and not to transfer outputs ie targeted, not 

•  of new Community Care Standards; 

ndard chart of accounts; 

le CEOs 

ructure looks like 

e is met 

in some cases clients will receive a HACC service which will make up only 
ction of the time, rest of the time will be spent on something else for 
ple housing issues; 

under the age of 65 for example 
 who 

don’t fit into boxes; and 

• 

Below are responses as collated from

 

• one stop shops? What will this mean from 1 Jul

 

G

Group 8 id

• additional resources to support the separation of current programs 
under/over 65 for example further human resources and IT options; 

• strategic review of organisations; 

transition funds for ‘tran
recurrent; 

implementation

• address structural issues in the sector; 

• disparity in reporting requirements – sta

• form an ongoing working group to address these issues for examp
group; 

• unclear as to what the program structure and service st
on the ground. – could be an entirely new program/structure; 

• 12 months is not a long time to make sure all reporting/complianc
– overlaps; 

• 
a fra
exam

• how do we support vulnerable people 
people who have a chronic illness, or could be mental illness. People

definitions of aged and disability is narrow. 

Discussion Two 
 group discussions following the second 

presentation by CSD. The focus question put to the attendees was:  

• How do we protect our clients during this transition phase?   
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Group 1 

p 1 raisGrou ed the following ideas: 

provided, levels of staffing. May be better for individual?  

May become another layer for people to get through in order to 
access services?  

• Will people be worse off with amount of funding allocated ? (less 

• 

to look at forecasts/project, 

• dual funding runs out, what happens to client? 

vidual funding can at 
ell researched; and 

 if there 

 

Grou

• there is no clear picture for ACT (HACC and Disability services) 

funding and disability funding - all separate 

• 
ed funding – how access and information is 

ilable 

• Brokers – coordinators? (non government) 

ability Scheme; 

ational 
disability congress paper and more clarity; 

• consider NZL model, levy; 

• 1% of Aust GDP; 

• impact of block funding and individual funding – impact on services 

• 

service delivery purchased). 

education for clients; 

• core funding for organisations – need 
guesstimate the appropriate amounts; 

once indivi

• funding can be self managed or through brokers. Indi
times be used more effectively as it is w

• there was concern from the group around increases in costs/fees
is a big demand for specific services. 

Group 2 

p 2 noted the following: 

• many changes for all sectors; 

 

• Transition time could be used to address this 

• CSP funding, HACC 
forums; 

there may be several different ways in which funding will work. Age plus 
funding, plus individualis
provided in relation to what services are ava

• National Dis

• whole of sector response/feedback needed; 

• when does case manager become a broker?; 

• case managers will be independent/stand alone providers – N
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• how changes to $$ model will impact on individuals due to criteria – who 

unding $$ doesn’t happen with HACC; 

and clients with client having $$ 
ut of $$ less interaction in community based model, 

• fosters better 

• a mix of models is preferred; 

•  an 
indiv different feedback on different services;  

ded; 

about 
r 65 they assist; 

• culties being 

•  under 65; 

concerned about people being disadvantaged by the split and falling of the 
r; 

ty of people accessing disability programs: what is 
available for them when they reach 65; and 

•

• xib

• w ty of 
services to deliver services if adopting PCA. Getting the knowledge out to 

• 
 

• 

• e managers; 

anagement models 

will miss out? What will happen to their need for support? 

• different tiers of $$ criteria; 

• disability clients have a capped f

• commercial arrangement between service 
when client runs o
there is a different approach to the client; 

lots of models around the world community block funding 
relationship between client and service; 

most important thing is relationship between providers and services, on
idual level, clients will provide 

• staff need to be rewar

• ACT HACC services need to be proactive in providing information 
how many people with disabilities unde

• concern about loss of service to some people;  

• mental health – how do we fund this? Doesn’t fit with disability; 

concerned about people with disabilities facing transport diffi
disadvantaged by the split; 

how will it work with the split for people

• 
rada

• broader policy of eligibili

 requirement for review of individual support packages. 

Person centred approach 

fle ility within eligibility criteria 

ho do you have this when there is a split across departments, capaci

people about what’s available; 

if people need the care, they need the support to get the care. PCA 
doesn’t need to become just another catch phrase;

PCA what does it mean?; 

advocacy role, social workers, cas

• part of the services need to have good case m
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• agencies need to be proactive in putting their services out there; 

• ility ‘high need’ ongoing 

• t needs; 

• 

• eg epilepsy; 

• g. 

• 

 be 
prioritised against the known priorities?; 

• going to collaborate and make life easier for 
thesector?; 

• 

• mes?; 

es; 

 clients around change – we need to know sufficient 
d; 

• 
rvices available to carers); 

le in 

• key to ensure ongoing information and consultation; 

what about those who do not fit in the disab
criteria; 

what about the impact of ageing on those with ‘low’ suppor

what about generalist services?; 

• coordination of supports: 

• access to money does not equal service; 

advocating for clients with episodic illness 

• clients with mental health issues; and 

impact on generalist providers – up skillin

Identifying 

• palliative care; 

• mental health; 

• chronic illness; 

short term care;  

• frail under 65s; 

• current disability funded by HACC eg transport – how are they to

are DHCS and ACT Health 

how do we make sure of a seamless transition and people don’t fall 
through the cracks?; 

time fra

• what happens to people who have an accident NDIS introduced/support in 
the future?; 

• need to have clarification on who is eligible for 2 schem

• need to work well with
to make sure clients well informe

• difficult to plan if funding is changing with clients now purchasing services; 

client purchasing service also leads to complexity – what say do 
carers/guardians have (what se

• may be a whole new level of service provision required to assist peop
managing their allocation of funding; 
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• need some kind of case management to help them especially so they 
don’t ‘over purchase’ service at the beginning of a year and ‘run out’ of 

rance 
l back on 

hasing service from an agency for a 
nge whenever; 

pulation; and 

repare, also have ageing 

esponses as collated from group discussions following the third 
tion put to the attendees was:  

 providers look like in the future? 

e; 

choice; 

• profit vs not for profit; 

• rder issues; 

• oint; 

ntral entry point for the ACT and only access point for 

• post code driven?; 

funding; and 

• what happens to the people who are not eligible for either new insu
scheme, are we creating a new area of unmet need? will more fal
carers/families? 

Consumer directed care 

• difficult to plan, eg staffing; 

• may lead to increased (and perhaps unrealistic) client expectations; 

• do clients need to commit to purc
specified time or can they just cha

• big challenge – ageing po

• increased demand, what are we doing to p
clients. 

Discussion Three 
Below are r
presentation by DOHA. The focus ques

• What might service

 

Future Services 

• client directed car

• controls around 

• pricing mechanism that is transparent; 

 

less cross bo

• services being more flexible in service delivery; 

central coordination p

• is Front End the ce
access to Aged Care Services?; 

is Front End 

• services capacity to deliver services; 

• people want to talk to people and engage face to face rather then just over 
the phone; 
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• web based assessment could be difficult; 

• shouldn’t see too much difference for service providers; 

‘one stop shop’ may attract people to HACC services; • 

• 

• 

• us on maintaining the percentage split; 

pulation; 

ces in one area and excess supply in another 

•  – client directed care;  

VA model – a risk, not a true 

• lient choice; 

• clients’ needs tailored; 

fferent type of care; 

equity in service providers referrals;  

ntly trained/supported/remunerated, especially 
taff at Front End if it is the 1 option/route for 

ing issue having an appropriately 
 will be an increasing need. 

on; 

• common community care standards will have some impact; 

• need to get branding right;  

• move to ‘standard chart of accounts’, Commonwealth & ACT; 

for clients: better but ‘the same’; 

‘cradle to the grave’ service; 

• might think twice about providing service to both cohorts; 

might have to foc

• impact of ageing po

• potential to run out of resour
area; 

• potentially more gaps; 

harder to plan without a known quantum of funding

• how will the assessment process work D
assessment model; 

greater c

• easier to move to di

• system easier to move around in; 

• concept of one-stop shop an ideal format; 

• ensure equity access across the board; 

• 

• IT issues; 

• staff who are sufficie
important to have great s
access; and 

• development of workforce is an increas
skilled carer workforce

 

What will service look like? 

• maintain contract in transiti
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• need to get feedback from clients on how services are working; 

could impact on small services; • 

: 

• presents challenges to ACT – near to NSW borders; 

• challenge to ACT services to spread out (regional services): 

• 

  could create issues in service 

connection with 

• clients are not always what they first seem, may seem ‘simple’ but end up 

essment’ to service; 

 looked at continuously or they can become stale 

• ew 1800 or email the ‘Front End’ have experience?; 

g story once? Will this be the reality?; 

d by all regions; 

ple; 

fronts); 

ople, local regional networks;  

aries – will there be changes to boundaries (regional) in 

• too many unknowns; 

• baby boomers may drive change

• where they want to live 

• services I need 

• entitlement mentality; 

• greater push to regional type of services: 

• local regional planning 

 

services need to be more flexible 

• families living in different states
access; 

• the more there is centralised services the more there is dis
clients; 

being more complex; 

• one point of contact can be a gateway to service but then it can become 
an ‘ass

• good models need to be
and not work so well; 

• concerns re which of the 1800 numbers will cease to exist; 

will staff answering n

• triage system?; 

• expectation of only tellin

• physical presence required; 

• demographic understanding neede

• networks essential to reach vulnerable peo

• one stop shops should be regional (shop

• ACCESS – local information, local pe

• artificial bound
future? 
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• we want: 

• fewer gaps 

• streamlined reporting requirements 

• clients can maintain a relationship with a service across the age 
divide 

ion for clients especially those who have: 

rdinators; 

• ll s more complex – organisations & clients; 

• ompeting for clients; and 

•  be disadvantage by market driven service 

 

New front end 

• services want to do own assessments as well as taking referrals from front 

• 

• 

• want comprehensive, holistic approach to assessment; and 

•

• better service provis

• been resistant 

• been on long wait lists 

• fallen through gaps 

• concern for PWD under 65 who have aged care needs. Need to be able to 
access support across ‘boxes’ 

• implications for case managers/coo

wi ervice provision become 

will organisations be c

will clients with too ‘high needs’
provision. 

end; 

‘no control’; 

tricky for planning; 

 fear that extent of assessment will be missed by Front End. 
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